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Mr. Speaker:

The Committee on Cooperatives Development to which was referred House Resolution No. 523 introduced by Rep. Sabiniano S. Canama, entitled:

RESOLUTION
COMMENDING THE DCCCO MULTIPURPOSE COOPERATIVE, BAGONG BARRIO MULTIPURPOSE COOPERATIVE, KOOPERATIBA NATON MULTIPURPOSE COOPERATIVE, SAN JOSE SICO LANDFILL MULTIPURPOSE COOPERATIVE AND LITOLET CONSUMER COOPERATIVE AS THE WINNERS OF THE 2019 NINTH GAWAD PARANGAL OF THE COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

has considered the same and recommends that the attached House Resolution No. 1001, entitled:

RESOLUTION
COMMENDING THE KOOPERATIBA NATON MULTIPURPOSE COOPERATIVE (KNMPC) FOR ITS OUTSTANDING COOPERATIVE ACHIEVEMENT AND LEADERSHIP IN THE UPLIFTMENT AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMMUNITIES IN THE COUNTRYSIDE


Respectfully submitted,

Rep. SABINIANO S. CANAMA
Chairman
Committee on Cooperatives Development

THE HONORABLE SPEAKER
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
QUEZON CITY
Republic of the Philippines

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Quezon City

Eighteenth Congress
First Regular Session

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 1001

Introduced by Representative Sabiniano “Ben” S. Canama

RESOLUTION
COMMENDING THE KOOPERATIBA NATON MULTIPURPOSE COOPERATIVE (KNMPC) FOR ITS OUTSTANDING COOPERATIVE ACHIEVEMENT AND LEADERSHIP IN THE UPLIFTMENT AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMMUNITIES IN THE COUNTRYSIDE

WHEREAS, the Kooperatiba Naton Multipurpose Cooperative (KNMPC), a cooperative initially organized by the members of the Buyuan Christian Center on December 15, 2004, as a consumer store selling rice and groceries exclusively to its church members with an initial paid-up capital of Seven thousand pesos (P7,000.00). It has expanded its service to include lending, microfinancing, credit and savings and livelihood programs such as juice production, catering services, integrated farming, hog fattening, poultry, operating “trisikad” and tricycle, and direct selling of products to the community at large;

WHEREAS, as of December 31, 2018, the membership of the KNMPC had increased to one thousand six hundred seventeen (1,617) members with twelve (12) employees and has generated paid-up share capital of One hundred seven million six hundred thirty-six thousand forty pesos and sixty-seven centavos (P107,636,040.67). It had realized a savings deposits of Seventeen million forty three thousand three hundred pesos (P17,043,300.00), a net surplus of Three million seven hundred eighty seven thousand eight hundred ninety six pesos and forty-five centavos (P3,787,896.45), patronage refund of One million five hundred
nine thousand two hundred seventy-nine pesos and ninety one centavos (P1,509,279.91) and an interest on share capital in the amount of Two million two hundred sixty three thousand nine hundred nineteen pesos and sixty seven centavos (P2,263,919.67);

WHEREAS, KNMPC also established community outreach activities such as nutrition feeding programs, medical and dental missions, bloodletting programs, coastal clean-ups, tree planting programs, support and involvement on community sports activities, Parangal programs to honor outstanding students, and the Damayan program which is an insurance program for the members and their respective families;

WHEREAS, in recognition of its exemplary performance, KNMPC had been a recipient of several prestigious awards such as the Most Promising Micro Cooperative in the Province of Iloilo in 2013; Regional Nominee for the Most Outstanding Primary Cooperative in Region VI in 2015; National Winner of the 2017 Productivity Olympics for best productivity practices of micro, small and medium enterprise nationwide; and Third Place in the Gawad Pitak 2018 Outstanding Agri-based Cooperative Category which is the most prestigious award given by Land Bank of the Philippines;

WHEREAS, by consistently living-up to the true essence of cooperativism and its unwavering goal to reduce poverty, enhance capacity building and improve access to basic goods and services for the marginalized sector of our society and for successfully delivering sustainable development to uplift the lives of its members and the communities benefitted by its operations in the countryside, KNMPC truly deserves to be commended and recognized.

Now therefore, be it RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, to commend the Kooperatiba Naton Multipurpose Cooperative for its outstanding cooperative achievement and leadership in the upliftment and the sustainable development of the communities in the countryside.

Adopted